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Introduction
Today, organizations are trying their
best to optimize the cost of managing
and maintaining their infrastructure and
applications. However, they also require
quickly scalable infrastructure and services
that need high-end computing. To achieve
highly-scalable services at a low cost,
organizations are realizing the need to adopt
public cloud. This is driving significant growth
for public cloud providers such as
Amazon Web Services (AWS), MS Azure,
and the Google Cloud Platform.

Based on recent market research, web-based
applications, microservices, large data lakes
used for analytics and research purposes,
containers, general business applications,
and IoT are the prime targets for public
cloud migration.
Another scenario is where highly confidential
data, critical workloads, legacy applications,
and businesses are not ready to be migrated
to the public cloud. In such scenarios,
considering hybrid and multi-cloud models
is the right fit. Companies should also
evaluate the workloads, data, and
applications that need to be on public cloud
and those that will remain in private cloud or
on-premise infrastructure.

The major reasons for any organization to
adopt a public cloud are flexibility,
scalability, security, and flexible pricing.
The pricing structure includes pay-as-you-go
services, maximum uptime, elastic IT-related
capabilities, business agility, and different
service models such as IaaS, SaaS, and SaaS
that help customers control their costs, while
assuring reliable services.

The blueprint in this whitepaper offers a
proven, step-by-step approach of cloud
migration strategy with all the best practices.
Through 2022, Gartner projects the market
size and growth of the cloud services industry
at nearly three times the growth of overall
IT services.Cloud management and
security services
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Benefits of migrating
to the public cloud
There are many benefits of moving to the
public cloud, such as scalability, reliability,
security, improved analytics, and disaster
recovery. However, the most prevalent
benefit of public cloud adoption is cost
savings and the flexible pricing structure
that attracts businesses to adopt public cloud
services. Following are the major benefits
of public cloud adoption:
Cost-effectiveness (capex to opex)
The flexible pricing structure is one of the top
benefits of a public cloud. Most public cloud
providers give businesses the flexibility of
pay-as-you-go. It helps businesses to tightly
control their costs by paying only for the
infrastructure, based on their uses and no
upfront cost.
Scalability and flexibility
IT infrastructure can be expanded globally
in minutes with no upfront cost – i.e.,
pay-as-you-go pricing – and no dependency
on vendors. Generally, in an on-premise
environment, the hardware and software
requirements, and the time taken to execute
projects, result in the missing of committed
timelines. Though the client wishes to expand
their business geographically, there is always
a reluctance due to the thought that setting
up a multi-region infrastructure with all
the associated maintenance, time, human,
and error control effort is going to be a
challenge. The client requires fast application
implementation and deployment and
more focus on continuous integration and
continuous delivery (CI/CD), while reducing
infrastructure overheads. The applications
are experiencing increased traffic and
becoming difficult to scale resources on
the fly to meet the increasing demand.

Benefits of the latest technology
Tracking and upgrading underlying software
is a time-consuming, yet essential process
that requires periodic and sometimes an
immediate upgrade. In the public cloud,
some service models similarly handle many
administrative tasks such as database backup,
systems upgrade, software upgrades,
and periodic maintenance, which reduce the
hassle for customers to maintain systems.
Using such a service model, customers can
achieve their compliances and
manage vulnerabilities.
Maximum uptime and zero risk failure
Almost all public cloud providers guarantee
more than 99.9% uptime and zero risk
failure. Major cloud providers also have a
multi-regional presence with more than
three availability zones in each region, which
helps them maintain the uptime of systems
and applications. They can even replicate
data across availability zones, which further
reduces the risk of data loss.
Cloud security
Cloud security does not change the approach
on how to manage security from preventive,
detective, and corrective actions. However,
this helps to perform these activities in a
more agile manner. Public cloud providers
follow the best security practices by
implementing different frameworks, keeping
all systems and applications up-to-date with
100% compliant vulnerability management,
which is difficult to manage in an on-premise
environment. The major cloud providers hired
would have the world’s best security experts
to manage their systems and data.
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Key parameters to be
considered for cloud migration

Flexibility &
Scalability

Agile
Applications
Deployment

Every organization has a diverse set of needs
and complexities while planning to adopt a
public cloud. The following key parameters
need to be considered before the start of any
cloud migration journey:

High Availability
of Platform &
Applications

Improved
Enterprise
Productvity

The business needs
The business needs should always be kept
as a priority as all these changes within the
organization will impact the business directly
or indirectly. Understanding and laying out
the business objectives for public cloud
adoption is the first and foremost step to
be actioned. It is essential to evaluate and
understand existing customer problems that
cannot be solved with their current
IT strategy. It is also important to lay down
the benefits anticipated or expected from
cloud adoption.

Flexible
Payment
Options

Opex Model

Public Cloud Benefits

Optimised
Resource
Utilization

Choosing the right cloud provider
Choosing the right cloud provider is vital
for any organization planning to adopt
public cloud services. This is the most
important and thus, the most confusing
process. The chosen provider will handle
very confidential transactions and will have
access and be involved in enhancing the core
of the organization’s IT strategy. Thus, it is
imperative that the partner is chosen with
utmost cautiousness and evaluation.
There are many parameters to be considered
and comparisons of services offered by cloud
providers to be made before a customer can
decide which cloud provider best suits their
business and ethical requirements.

Managed
Operations

Cloud Security
Improved
QOS for
user Groups

Self-Service
Provisioning
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Cost of cloud migration and tools
Cloud migration is a big project that is
time-consuming and involves various phases
for an organization. The cost is one of the
major factors that impact the decision to
take the leap. To estimate the cost of
migration and tools, most major cloud
providers offer cost estimation calculators
that help clients to include, estimate, and
calculate the cost for all tools and services
required. This would also include the services
of cloud small and medium enterprises
(SMEs) and team effort estimations.
Cloud service model
Public cloud providers today offer different
service models, i.e., infrastructure as a
service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS),
and software as a service (SaaS). The service
model should be considered based on the
type of compute, data, storage, applications,
and existing software licenses.
Cloud migration strategy
The cloud migration strategy has one of
the most important roles in any cloud
transformation journey and the whole
migration project depends on the migration
strategy that is adopted.
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A hybrid and multi-cloud migration strategy
helps avoid vendor lock-in and a single point
of failure. According to recent research
done by Gartner, large enterprise customers
are adopting at least two cloud providers
when running mission-critical workloads
and applications in the public cloud and will
remain predominantly hybrid in the coming
years. There are other benefits as well,
e.g., high availability and disaster recovery
(HA/DR) strategy, cost differences, services
differences, and data security.
Integration with the existing application
Any cloud migration within the existing
application is extremely critical as it needs
to integrate with the home application as
seamlessly as possible. If the applications
are already cloud compliant, integration
with on-premise applications will not be as
challenging. A few challenges such as legacy
applications, which are not compatible with
public cloud platforms or service models,
and require re-architecting or re-coding,
might require more effort. In such scenarios,
application migration strategy plays a
significant role.

IT personnel training on cloud management
Training the current workforce to adapt
and work in an unfamiliar environment is
inevitable in any migration. When any modern
technology gets implemented or launched
in a company, the existing IT personnel are
not familiar or comfortable with the latest
technology. There must be a plan to train
the IT personnel on cloud management
areas such as AWS, MS Azure, Google Cloud
Platform (GCP), Oracle Cloud, IBM Cloud,
VMware, etc., so that the migration is as
seamless as possible.
Managed service partner for cloud
management
Finding a single solution for such a strategic
movement of cloud and operations is
not easy. You need to consider an expert
organization to work with you. Choosing a
partner to manage cloud infrastructure and
applications helps an organization meet
service-level agreements (SLAs), ensure
systems uptime, and get timely 24x7 support.

Key challenges for
cloud migration
The use of public cloud services and
technologies are on the rise as organizations
are becoming increasingly aware of the
benefits. Every organization has different
challenges during their cloud migration
journey. Hence, it is crucial to understand
these challenges before adopting public
cloud services. Following are the major
challenges that may arise during the cloud
migration journey:

Lack of documentation
Projects of this magnitude and significance
require legitimate and complete
documentation. Due to lack of resources
and budgeting, many times the migration
documentation is left incomplete. This can
cause confusion in the future and without
proper documentation, the migration process
tends to take longer than expected and often
results in missed timelines.

People and process
During public cloud migration, the major
challenge isn’t technology. It’s the existing
staff and processes that must change and
adapt. Existing IT personnel are not familiar
with public cloud technologies and service
models. The questions that everyone is
anxious about in such a scenario are:  

Hidden dependencies
There are many unforeseen or hidden
dependencies in such projects.
Identifying application dependencies and
sequencing or listing out the applications
that need to be moved to the public cloud
is extremely important. There should be
clarity in which service model would be
the right choice for your business. It is also
necessary to evaluate if any re-architecting
or re-engineering is required on
legacy applications.

• Would it be safe to move the company
workloads to a public cloud?

Security and compliance
Since there is a new environment involved in
any migration process, the biggest concern
for every organization is the security of data
and processes. Thus, security and compliance
must be considered as the most important
by implementing appropriate security
framework and access control.
The public cloud is as secure as an on-premise
environment – it goes through many security
audits and vulnerability management steps.

• Is the public cloud more secure than an
on-premise data center?

• Can cloud providers maintain maximum
uptime?

• How will a legacy application be integrated
with a public cloud?
An IT management team that has been
managing systems and applications for
decades needs to understand the cloud
better, to be able to leverage and benefit
from it. There is a psychological barrier
among the leadership and this is a situation
that’s difficult to deal with.
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Cost and time constraints
To be able to adhere to set timelines and
estimated cost, it is imperative to determine
a few factors correctly. These would include
the time required for migration, the need
for re-architecting and re-engineering of
legacy applications, the possibility of using
existing software licenses in the public cloud,
allocation of budget to train IT personnel, etc.
The other few common points are the cost of
the migration project and tools for long term
use, the accuracy of cost estimation, the time
required for large data migration, possibility
of migrating data over the internet, security
during the migration phase, and latency
issues during migration.
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How to mitigate cloud
migration challenges?

Migration strategy and business objectives
Understanding and defining business needs
and objectives are critical in a cloud migration
project. A cloud migration strategy is one of
the most critical areas, developing a complete
roadmap of the cloud adoption journey.
Choosing the right cloud platform and service
model, i.e., IaaS, PaaS, or SaaS, from top cloud
providers is one of the major challenges for
IT leadership. Some cloud service models
don’t fit in with legacy applications and
highly confidential data. It is necessary to
understand, evaluate, and assess risks of
these cloud providers and open source tools.

In this section, a solution is recommended
to mitigate cloud migration challenges,
mentioned in the previous section, both at
the strategy and development stages, as well
as ongoing migration.
People and process
In most organizations, during the deployment
or implementation of a modern or new
technology, there are always challenges that
exist with the IT personnel and processes.
Understanding the existing operational
and business processes and how the
current governance processes and change
management practices are helping to solve
existing challenges is a useful step to take
at this point. Understanding the training
requirements of existing staff and providing
them with appropriate technical sessions
would help them understand the new cloud
services or technology.

Data migration
Data migration to a public cloud is a critical
area and one of the most time-consuming
activities. There are different formats of data,
multiple sources of data, what migration
tools will be used, where the data is being
migrated to, and what is the destination
storage. The downtime involved during data
migration affects the timelines and this
needs to be considered while estimating the
timeframe required. The data security and
protection parameters also need to be set.
Applications migration and integration
Integration with on-premise applications
and migration of legacy applications is
always a challenge for organizations.
Developing a legacy application migration
strategy by considering minimum downtime
for business can be helpful.
Consideration of application data
confidentiality is also necessary.

Most cloud providers offer free digital
training of their product and services, which is
generally accessible if you create an account.
It’s always important to build IT processes to
run day-to-day operations smoothly.
Having structured and well-defined
procedure documents in place can help avoid
outages and security risks. This also helps
the existing IT personnel and new joinees
to understand the unfamiliar and pristine
environment quickly. The psychological
barriers of IT leadership on the adoption of
public cloud and the assumptions about the
related security issues are also a challenge
for many organizations.

Security and compliance
Security is one of the most critical areas as
organizations are skeptical about their data,
information, and mission-critical workloads.
Some countries follow the general data
protection regulation (GDPR), which does
not allow them to export or replicate data
outside the country, as per local
governance bodies.
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The best way to overcome these issues is to
provide an initial session covering all details
such as the share cost and security benefits,
cost comparison with the on-premise
environment, etc., along with a proof of
concept (PoC) or demo. This can help put
to rest many questions and apprehensions
within the organization.
Lack of documentation
There are always consequences that arise
due to lack of documentation in the
IT department. This can be due to several
reasons. To overcome this problem, it is
imperative to prepare proper and complete
documents for all projects. This would include
creating runbook and procedure documents,
low-level-design (LLD) of the complete
cloud project, developing a version control
framework, enabling an audit checklist that
includes document location information,
and topology changes during runtime.
Hidden dependencies
It is important to understand the hidden
dependencies of applications, data, and
workloads. Doing an in-depth analysis of
the on-premise environment using different
tools in the cloud assessment phase can help
identify the hidden dependencies.
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Cost and time constraints
The best way to overcome the challenges
around cost estimation for the complete
migration is to get the cost estimation
and total cost of ownership using an
online calculator that is available with all
cloud providers.
This estimate is generally reliable and can
be shared with the client. Comparing all
the available cloud providers, services
models, and their use cases as per business
requirements is a step that is imperative.
Understanding existing software licenses
and checking on the possibility of mapping
the licenses with public cloud services can
help mitigate many challenges as you go
along your migration journey. Consider a
separate budget to train existing IT personnel
on the cloud, enable budget capping
within cloud accounts and projects to avoid
unexpected charges, and monitor all running
cloud services and billing sections.
Developing a migration strategy and
business objectives
Having a clear understanding of the business
needs and objectives, and a well-defined
migration strategy are a few important
steps to consider for any migration project.
Understanding the current challenges
and benefits of cloud migration should
also be covered in the assessment phase.
Consideration of security and compliance,
legacy applications, highly confidential
data, and mission-critical workloads is also
important. More details can be specified in
the plan and design phase. Cloud providers
also offer a well-architected tool that helps
review the state of workloads and compares
them to architectural best practices.
These too can be considered.

Data migration
In addition to having a clear understanding
of business needs and objectives, data
migration is another critical area to be
handled with utmost planning and care.
Complete assessment of source databases
to understand the database type and
format, understanding the sensitivity of
data, calculating the database to estimate
migration efforts, and finalizing target
database and migration tools should all be
a part of this activity.

Security and compliance
Security plays a critical role in any cloud
migration project. By implementing
security practices right in the initial
phase, organizations can avoid the risk by
considering the below points:

• Providing privileges to users as per their
job requirement

• Specifying the complex requirements and
mandatory password regeneration on
expiration for all users

It is an innovative idea to schedule data
migration after business hours to avoid any
issues with running applications. Validating
the data size and format post migration is
also equally important.

• Avoiding the use of root account in
day-to-day tasks and activities

• Maintaining separate accounts for
each project

Applications migration and integration
In the application assessment phase,
all on-premise applications must be audited
with in-depth analysis to understand the
application data confidentiality. In the case
of legacy applications, there could be a
scenario where re-architecting or re-coding
of applications is required, and this should
be planned with the help of the application
owner, while considering the impact on
business. Based on the assessment results,
SMEs may need to figure out which service
model is more suitable or compatible as
per the nature of the application. In some
cases, there could be a situation where a
major public cloud platform or service is not
compatible, due to which customers might
have to adapt to a multi-cloud environment.

• Setting up separate networks for each
project using groups restrict access

• Filtering incoming and outgoing traffic for
virtual private cloud (VPC)

• Keypair management
• Consideration of GDPR as per data
transfer location

• Enabling the encryption for database
instances as per business requirements

• Use of pre-tested certified tools for
migration, deployment, and
automation activities

• Implementation of security tools as per
business requirement

• Monitoring the traffic of all instances and
applications as per business requirement

• Enabling the feature for termination
protection to avoid accidental termination
of critical instances through any
automation process
12
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Phased strategy for
cloud migration

-- Evaluate different pricing models such
as pay-as-you-go (no upfront cost) or
one year and three year contracts
(partial upfront) to get more discounts
on services. All pricing models depend
on many factors such as business
requirements, budget, and
project duration

Moving to a public cloud has become a business necessity for many
organizations. To make any cloud migration journey successful,
an appropriate migration strategy plays a leading role.

Infrastructure assessment
Any cloud migration project must be divided into phases to make the
migration journey a success. Following are the distinct phases that must
be considered:
Discovery &
Assesment
Financial
Assesment
TCO calculation
asses exsiting IT
infra and identify
legecy systems
Asses security
Asses Tools &
licenses
Requirement
Gathering

Proof of
concept
Build a pilot
Build Support
within
Orgnization
Automate
migration task
from any source
to target
Performance
test
Test backup &
recovery

Planning &
Design
Identify Data
source, location
and sensitivity
Plan security at
all layers
Forklift Migration
Strategy
Hybrid migration
Strategy
DR & HA
strategy

Discovery and assessment
Discovery and assessment is the first step
to start within the cloud migration journey
and there are different ways to access
an on-premise environment. Based on
the assessment of IT, financial, compute,
applications, data, storage, network,
and security results, cloud architects prepare
a cloud migration strategy.
The following points must be considered in
discovery and assessment phase:
Financial assessment
-- Evaluate resources cost to maintain
compute, storage, database, application,
and other technologies, monthly cost
of internet connectivity, facility and
datacenter maintenance

Cloud
Migration
Leverage
diffrent storage
options
Replicate
source data to
public cloud
Migrate
Test migrated
workloads

Operations &
Optimization
Monitoring
usage,Threshold settings
Track usages
and logs
Performance
review
Re-engineering

-- Assess on-premise IT
infrastructure – physical and
virtual – by using AWS Application
Discovery, Azure prepare, or BMC
Discovery service to get server
information, performance data,
network connections, services
information, and running processes.
This can help compile detailed
information in a report
-- Perform gap analysis and identification
of challenges in release management,
build, and deploy process

-- Assess existing investments on
hardware and software licenses

Applications assessment
-- Asses existing applications for
cloud readiness

-- Estimate indirect cost incurred
in the form of loss of productivity by
customers, if IT infrastructure
goes down

-- Assess application suitability

-- Calculate these costs through
monitoring alerts and logs to determine
how often IT infrastructure and
applications went down in the past and
for how long. Multiply this with an
average hourly rate and estimate
revenue lost due to downtime
-- Compare the cost of existing IT
infrastructure with the public cloud
using a TCO calculator. For cost
estimation of migration and
deployment, there are online web
calculators provided by all major
cloud providers

-- Assess applications that were developed
for a traditional on-premise environment
and have special requirements or
restrictions that may prevent them from
leveraging all the benefits of a public
cloud platform

Data and storage assessment
-- Assess source database type, size, and
format for cloud readiness
-- Understand the criticality and sensitivity
of data for GDPR compliance
-- Review all existing software (MS
SQL, Oracle, etc.) licenses and see the
possibility to re-use in a public cloud
to save cost
Security and compliance assessment
-- Understand that most customers prefer
to enhance the current security profile
and not change it completely
-- Assess existing security framework
and tools
-- Identify existing security and
compliance challenges
-- Assess existing security
hardening process
Proof of concept
It is a great idea to build a small PoC before
migrating workloads, data, and applications
to the public cloud in order to get greater
clarity and understanding about the
challenges that can emerge post migration:

• Build migration demo including workloads,
database, and application

• Perform live migration with client or the
customer team

-- Assess legacy applications and
understand whether refactoring or
re-architecting is needed

• Test hosted applications, database,
and network latency

• Compare application data performance
between on-premise and public cloud and
share the result
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• Address all real-time challenges of a cloud
migration faced in demo

-- Anticipate and prepare for outages
involved during data migration

• Evaluate cloud provider support

-- Consider data security policies

• Address cloud migration tools challenges

-- Define all the project management
methods and tools to be used during
the migration

• Recommended tools: AWS Discovery
Connector, Import, Discovery Agent,
AWS Application Discovery Service, BMC
Discovery, Azure Migrate, Cloud Sprint,
CloudHealth, Migration Assessment
Plan and design
In any cloud migration project, the planning
and design phase is the main pillar. This phase
plays the leading role in the whole migration
journey and a successful migration project
depends on the right migration strategy.
The planning and design phase includes
developing the architecture and roadmap
of the cloud migration journey and choosing
a cost-effective cloud provider, service model,
tools, automation, and reliable network
connectivity solutions to migrate
the workloads.
The following points should be considered in
the plan and design phase:

-- Plan to store all activity logs in cloud
-- Make sure to meet all public cloud
compliance related policies
Hybrid cloud strategy
-- Consider a hybrid cloud strategy

-- Calculate cost and efforts involved

-- Migrate some part of workloads, data,
and applications to the public cloud and
keep the other part on-premise

Disaster recovery and high availability
-- Consider disaster recovery solutions
-- Identify different regions and multiple
availability zones as per business needs

-- Lower risk to your organization
by keeping critical workloads and
confidential data on-premise
-- Develop based on the assessment
results of workloads, application,
and data

-- Create a regular data backup plan
-- Ensure high availability and fault
tolerance of workloads, data, and
critical applications
Network, security, and compliance
-- Define the best network
solution – direct connect, express route,
VPN, etc. – to connect on-premise and
public cloud

Cloud migration
Once the IT infrastructure has been assessed
and the plan mapped, the next step is
executing the cloud migration. Based on
the finalized cloud architecture and design
of compute, storage, database, application,
security frameworks, network, load
balancing, and other base architecture level,
setups need to be implemented.

-- Data migration
-- Create a critical and sensitive data plan
-- Develop a hybrid data migration strategy
-- Consider data protection to make sure
all data is encrypted

-- Consider secured network connectivity
with restrictions in the beginning

Workload migration
-- First, migrate the test and development
environment to cloud where refactoring
or re-architecting is not required

-- Restrict VPC security groups inbound
and outbound ports
-- Appropriate identity and access
management policies

-- Lift and shift workloads from the source
environment to the public cloud using
any migration tools or export/import

-- Evaluate region-specific GDPR
-- Enable detective control
-- Plan for size and type of data that needs
to be migrated
-- Decide where in the cloud the data is
being migrated to, what tools will be
used, and what is the target storage

-- Once the test or development
environment migration is complete,
conduct testing and monitoring of
applications and databases before
migrating production workloads to
public cloud
-- In the next phase, the first slot of the
production environment needs to be
migrated as per the defined strategy
-- During the production migration phase,
all IT stakeholders should be aware of
the planned migration activity to avoid
any outages
-- Examples:
a.    Upgrading the OS from older
        Windows version (2k3, 2k8)
        to the latest version
        (2k12, 2k16, and2k19)
b.    Upgrading older Linux version
        to the newer version of Linux,    
        i.e., Redhat, Fedora, Ubuntu,
        and Centos
Data migration
-- Data must be migrated as per the
   planned architecture, tools, and
services,starting from a small database
partition and table. Once the data is
replicated or migrated, the objects need
to be validated
-- In some cases, there could be a scenario
wherein downtime is required to migrate
the data and get business approval and
this maintenance window needs to
be considered

-- Migrated resources may need minimal
changes to work in public cloud

-- Include incident response
-- Monitor network and cloud services
using available tools such as Azure
Monitor, CloudWatch, Nagios,
Zabbix, etc.
16
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-- Examples:
a.    Changing the OS or DB engine
b.    Upgrading from Oracle 8 to
       Oracle 11G
c.    Migrating from MS SQL to
       MySQL, Amazon Aurora, RDS,
       and Redshift
d.   Oracle-exadata to S3,
       Redshift, RDS
e.   Changing from RISC to x86
Application migration
There are diverse ways to migrate an
application from on-premise to the public
cloud. Applications should be migrated
based on the planned architecture.
Following are the key considerations for
application migration:
-- Lift and shift of application workloads
from the source environment to the
public cloud: in this scenario, migrated
application workloads may need minimal
changes to work in the public cloud.
-  Examples of these are:
a.    VMs running with
                 packaged software
b.    Ad hoc, development,
        and test environments  

-- Reimage complete application
architecture and develop using
cloud-native tools: in this scenario,
there would be a strong business
requirement to add features, scale,
or performance, which is not possible
in an on-premise environment

Recommended tools

-- Migrate from long-lasting licenses to
SaaS model, i.e., customer relationship
management (CRM) to SalesForce
-- Decommission applications that are no
longer needed and found during
discovery and assessment phase, for
example, Exchange 2013 to Office 365,
and upgrading an older ticketing tool
to ServiceNow

-- Re-architecting is about changing the
platform as a part of cloud migration
and making cloud optimization.
Core architecture changes of the
application are not required, for
example, upgrading to the latest release
of an application

-- Data Box, Google Transfer Appliance,
STS, RiverMeadow, Oracle Golden Gate,
and Robocopy
-- Infrastructure monitoring tool Nagios,
PagerDuty, Datadog, CloudWatch, Azure
Monitor, and Stackdriver
Optimization and operation
Optimization and operation is the next area,
post migration. It is important to ensure that
the migrated cloud environment is optimized
and secure. Apart from monitoring and
optimization, it is also important to make
sure the new cloud environment meets all the
required regulatory compliance, as per the
company and local governing bodies.

Validation and cutover
-- Validate replicated workloads prior
to failover activity
-- Test failover once the replication
is complete
-- Once the final failover is completed,
make the changes on DNS records
and prepare to connect workloads
and applications

security tools, framework, and IAM policies
are configured and privileges are granted
as per roles to avoid any security breaches

• Since all data is stored in the cloud, ensure
that all layers adopt the encryption

• Meet the ongoing performance and
availability benchmarks to ensure RPO and
RTO objectives as and when they change

• Track all uses of cloud resources and
enable billing analysis accordingly.
Enable a monthly billing cap if required,
and avoid or eliminate unneeded cost or
suboptimal resource

• Recommended tools: Azure Cost
Management, AWS Cost Explorer, Datadog,
Nagios, CloudWatch, Azure Monitor,
SolarWinds, Zabbix

The following points need to be considered
during optimization and operation:

• Establish 24x7 support by onboarding

-- Test and validate migrated resources
compute, database, and application,
with the help of the application owner
Monitoring tools integration

c.    Applications without
       an active roadmap

-- Azure Site Recovery, Azure StorSimple,
Azure database migration service (DMS),
AWS, SMS, AWS database migration
service(DMS), Cloud Sprint, ATAMotion,
Import, CloudEndure, rsync, Snowball,
Storage Gateway, Velostrata, IBM Lift,
Cloudscape, and Snowmobile

• Ensure that validation and testing of all

-- Monitoring tools integration with cloud
services is an important part, which can
be performed post the cloud migration,
validation, and testing phases.
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cloud engineers on different shifts and
monitor  all hosted cloud resources and
applications such as service monitoring,
application performance monitoring,
resource inventory management, release
or change management, reporting and
analytics, business continuity, disaster
recovery, and IT service catalog
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Capgemini Engineering’s
cloud capabilities
Capgemini Engineering’s cloud engineering
services help clients tackle the most
challenging architecture, implementation,
and operation requirements for cloud-based
applications, products, and platforms on
public, private, and hybrid environments.
Further, cloud delivery services deliver
end-to-end cloud solutions in a cost-effective
manner without compromising security and
compliance. This includes migration and
operations for continuous improvement.
Our cloud migration experts, combined
with our domain expertise  and the vetted

We’re not only long-term partners with
Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, and
IBM Cloud, we also develop some of the
foundational products of their
cloud offerings.

approach that aligns with public cloud
best practices, ensure delivery of all the
benefits of migrating to a public cloud.
Our design-led approach ensures that the
newly deployed solution is optimized for the
new consumption model through elegant
and streamlined user and administrative
portals. We accompany our clients all along
through their migration projects, starting
with designing the best strategies
and architecture.

We are engineering software products for
leading cloud providers

Our public cloud services include:

• Designed  and built large-scale commercial

• Professional level certifications
Capgemini Engineering Software and Digital*
has been partnering with AWS and building
several solutions for enterprises on the
AWS Platform. We interacted with their
delivery teams and were impressed by their
ability to build and scale agile development.

Strategic partnership with Amazon Web
Services

• Member of Microsoft Azure Red Carpet

Amazon 360° partnership

• Silver partner for cloud

cloud solutions on top of the AWS platform

• AWS IoT platform – competency

IoT program

application development

• Azure certifications with Microsoft
certified solution developer MCSD
in Azure architect

partner (1 of 7)
Proof of concept
Implementation,
Replication and migration
of the agreed cloud
architecture
Final cutover

DevOps Assessment and
Framework.
Implement CI/CD
Pipeline.
Continuous Security Tests.
DevOps Governance.
Continuous Automation

24x7 monitoring
L1, L2, L3 support of cloud
systems and applications
cloud billing analysis
Optimization, Track cloud
usages and logs
Performance review
Re-engineering

• Technology partner (25+ Capgemini
Engineering software frameworks)
AWS practice

• Full breadth engineering and managed
services on AWS platform

• Addressing customer domain challenges
Cloud
Architecture
& Design

Cloud
Migration &
Deployment

Cloud
Security

Cloud
DevOps
Services

Cloud
Testing

• Existing assets, differentiators, enablers,

300 AWS developers  and architects
Cloud Security Advisory
Cloud Security
Assessment
Identity & compliance
Data Security
Intrusion Prevention

cloud mobile data API sharing platform
for Google Go

• Solutions and projects
leveraging Kubernetes

by leveraging AWS capabilities

Operation
& Support

accelerators, and solutions for multiple
use cases

Cloud Assessment and
consulting
TCO Calculation
Cloud Adoption Strategy
for identifying the right
cloud vendor and the
service model

• Early adopter and partner of Google’s

Cloud Deployed Services
Testing
Applications Testing
Cloud security testing
Performance testing

• 15-year partnership with
Oracle communications

• Oracle IoT implementation partner

AWS accreditations and certifications

• Business professional accreditations
• Technical professional accreditations
• Associate level certifications
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• IoT implementation partner
• SAP HANA porting and deep integration
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Conclusion

• Contributions to the
OpenStack Foundation

Public cloud brings scalability, elasticity,
agility, and reliability to organizations.
To leverage the advantages of a public cloud,
organizations should follow a phase-driven
migration strategy, whether it is a typical
3-tier web application, nightly batch process,
or complex backend processing workflow.
Most applications can be moved to
the public cloud.

• Open source contribution

• Partnership to expand IBM Cloud

A migration project might consist of moving
a single data center, a collection of data
centers, or some other portfolio of a system
that is larger than a single application
environment. Decisions made
by organizations will determine the choice
of methodology and how the migration
will be executed.

• Product portfolio through new digital
experiences and intelligent automation

The organization must take into
consideration the kind of data and
applications they have and what result
they aim to achieve with cloud migration.
Migrate a meaningful portion,
not necessarily all.

Author
Sunny Kumar
Public cloud solution architect,
SME, product services, and support
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About Capgemini Engineering
Capgemini Engineering combines, under one brand, a unique set of strengths from across
the Capgemini Group: the world leading engineering and R&D services of Altran – acquired
by Capgemini in 2020 – and Capgemini’s digital manufacturing expertise. With broad industry
knowledge and cutting-edge technologies in digital and software, Capgemini Engineering
supports the convergence of the physical and digital worlds. Combined with the capabilities of
the rest of the Group, it helps clients to accelerate their journey towards Intelligent Industry.
Capgemini Engineering has more than 52,000 engineer and scientist team members in over 30
countries across sectors including aeronautics, automotive, railways, communications, energy,
life sciences, semiconductors, software & internet, space & defence, and consumer products.
For more information please visit:

www.capgemini-engineering.com
Contact us at:

engineering@capgemini.com
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